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A–Y (Entries for an Inventionry
of Dented ‘I’s)

susan pui san lok

ASIAN FLEW

A dense configuration of lines make tangible the delicate creases and soft
folds of a pair of wide trousers; abruptly emptied of volume, they fall
barely delineated towards sandal-clad feet. At the same point but in
converse rhythm, the edge of a just-visible flowery sarong skirt hanging
loosely over bared feet acquires a sudden richness of tone and texture.
Rectangles of colour interrupt upper and lower planes, their patterns
monochromatically echoed in the fabrics of the clothing. On the former,
a cartoon-like stereotype of a moustachioed coloniser sporting dark
glasses and white hat repeats, while the latter picks out several flowers in
bright, flat colours.

Feet point to concepts of travel, journeying and movement across
land.1 Respectively bare and shod, they might hastily be read as
oppositional signs of primitivism and civilisation, the ‘he’ of the title
representing the progressive masculine subject of exoticised narratives of
colonialism, the unacknowledged ‘she’ an embodiment of supposedly
backward feminine territories, orientalised and colonised. Simultane-
ously present and absent, these figures occupy different spaces, are
literally split; can the one come into visibility only at the cost the other?
In the title of Lesley Sanderson’s He Took Fabulous Trips (1990)2, it is he
who has undertaken the ‘fabulous’ – extraordinary and fictionalised –
journeys to the subtropical climes inferred by their mode of dress; what
and where is her part in the stories and their telling? Already relegated to
a past tense, this temporal lapse adds an ambiguity to their relationship,
now not so easily polarised. Separated and subdivided within the same
frame, they nevertheless share a posture, an attitude, appear to collude in
their anonymity. To what tall tales, what undisclosed, unreconciled
narratives, fabulous and sedate, are we in turn invited/intruding upon or
denied?

Between the ‘bold omissions and minute depictions’3 are mere hints
of/at uncertain histories. Despite the intimacy – we are sat like children
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1. Jane Beckett,
‘Displacements’, in These
Colours Run, exhibition
catalogue, Wrexham
Library Arts Centre, 1994,
p 14.

2. Lesley Sanderson, He Took
Fabulous Trips, 1990,
pencil and acrylic on paper,
77 × 97 cm.

3. Trinh T Minh-ha, ‘Bold
omissions and minute
depictions’, in When the
Moon Waxes Red:
Representation, Gender and
Cultural Politics,
Routledge, New York and
London, 1991, pp 155–66.
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before adult feet – incommensurable distances prevail; proximity does
not bring with it the truths and identities of strangers. Who is speaking?
Who is spoken or spoken to? How do we listen to and translate these
silences? Whom does it ‘help’ to describe the artist, as ‘Malaysian-born,
British-based, of Chinese and English parents’, who might in turn be
identified as the subjects or sitters for this work? Scant biographical
details gesture towards a narrative of identity as a deceptively straightfor-
ward unified and dualistic equation – ‘Malaysian-British’, ‘Chinese-
English’. However, simple consideration of the mere ordering of these
terms (which should come first?) stirs questions of origins, ‘home’ and
belonging into an unsteady brew of identities, nationalities and ethnici-
ties. How do the untold stories of travel and migration of He Took
Fabulous Trips relate to the axes of difference that constitute the artist’s
brief biography and the narratives by which her work has been framed?
How in particular might they be negotiated not only in relation to the
critical and curatorial frameworks of the ‘Black Art’ of a dis/assembled
1980s but also to the so-called ‘British-Chinese’ art that began to emerge
in the 1990s?

‘Black’/‘British’/‘Chinese’ – on the page they alternate neatly, fairly
and squarely between forward-slash swing-doors, though the meanings,
histories, cultures and geographies evoked and disputed are not of course
by any means even or discrete. In the 1980s, Sanderson’s inclusion in a
number of so-called ‘Black Art’ shows in Britain is indicative of the
historical mobilisation of ‘Black’, to cite Stuart Hall, ‘as a way of
referencing the common experience of racism and marginalisation in
Britain’ and of ‘provid[ing] the organising category of a new politics of
resistance, among groups and communities with, in fact, very different

Lesley Sanderson, He Took Fabulous Trips
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histories, traditions and ethnic identities’.4 A decade on, Sanderson was
featured in Transforming the Crown, an exhibition of ‘African, Asian
and Caribbean Artists in Britain’ in the United States;5 the effacement or
displacement of the term ‘Black’ by several others nonetheless invokes
the same groups and communities with which ‘Black’ continues for many
to be identified.6 Interestingly, where Sanderson figured under ‘Black’ in
one context and moment, she became ‘Asian’ in another – a reminder of
the instability of both signifiers, notwithstanding the lesser degree of
contestation and debate around the latter – again indicative of the
narratives implicitly privileged by discourses around ‘Black Art’.7 It is
worth noting, then, the different ways in which the ‘Asian’ in ‘African,
Asian and Caribbean’ is broadly understood on either side of these
waters. In a North American context ‘Asian’ includes Chinese, Japanese,
Koreans, Vietnamese – peoples from ‘Central’, ‘East’, ‘South East’ and
‘South Asia’, whereas in Britain ‘Asian’ is usually only taken to mean
people from the India subcontinent (– where, by the way, are Asias
‘North’ and ‘West’? Where do ‘Near’ and ‘Far’ coincide?). The
suggestion that the use of ‘Black’ in Britain might be politically analogous
to ‘people of colour’ in the United States must be considered with
caution,8 for while the two seem to refer to the same groups and terms of
definition, meriting comparison in terms of the intensity of the debates
that have arisen around both, those who might come into visibility under
one broad stroke risk invisibility under the other.

If ‘Black’ can be ‘Asian’ but ‘Asian’ is not always ‘Asian’, ‘Chinese’ –
among others – does a disappearing act. As the third largest ‘minority’ in
Britain, ‘Chinese’ has often been positioned as the ‘unspoken and
invisible ‘other’ of ‘Black’ as well as ‘White’ aesthetic discourses.9

Uncertainties around the relationship between ‘Black’, ‘Asian’ and
‘Chinese’ are evidenced by moves made by arts organisations and
curators to address the emergence of a new generation of artists by
shifting existing parameters or inventing them anew. At least one regional
funding body has expanded the category of ‘Black’ to include ‘Chinese’;
another has distinguished between the ‘Chinese, East and South East
Asian’ while awarding them a collective category of their own.
Meanwhile, two recent large-scale exhibitions at London’s Hayward and
Whitechapel galleries, respectively Cities on the Move (an international
show whose over-ambition is reflected in its lengthy subtitle, ‘East Asian
Art, Architecture and Film Now’), and 000zerozerozero, ‘a celebration of
British Asian culture’, (fail to?) raise again the question of boundaries –
this time, who/where is ‘East Asian’, ‘British Asian’? With some but by
no means all the artists migrating from one context to the other, what
and when are the slippages between?

Just as ‘Chinese’ begins to come into visibility as a category distinct
from or within ‘Black’, the same and other designatory bodies begin to
express distaste for so-called ‘single ethnicity’ projects – not necessarily a
bad thing, though cynics might say that they simply turn up as ‘multi-
ethnicity’ projects. What merits concern is that the term ‘Chinese’ should
be dismissed or subsumed without adequate consideration for how it has
been mobilised, what it might signify and for whom. From the mid-
1990s, the countdown to the return of Britain’s erstwhile colony, Hong
Kong, to Chinese sovereignty was accompanied by a colonial nostalgia
manifested in the vogue – in culture, couture and cuisine – for ‘all things

4. Stuart Hall, ‘New
Ethnicities’, in Stuart Hall:
Critical Dialogues in
Cultural Studies, eds David
Morley and Kuan-Hsing
Chen, Routledge, New
York and London, 1996,
pp 441–9.

5. Transforming the Crown:
African, Asian and
Caribbean Artists in
Britain, The Bronx
Museum and Studio
Museum, New York,
1997–98.

6. As Isaac Julien and Kobena
Mercer have stated, the
category ‘black’ was, in a
particular historical
moment, ‘re-articulated . . .
as a political term of
identification among diverse
minority communities of
Asian, African and
Caribbean origin, rather
than as a biological or
racial category’. Isaac Julien
and Kobena Mercer, ‘De
Margin and De Centre’,
first printed as the
Introduction to Screen,
29:4, 1988, pp 2–10;
reprinted in Morley and
Chen, eds, 1996, pp 450–
64. Such an identification is
reinforced in The Black
Atlantic (1993) by Paul
Gilroy, for whom the
precarious doubling of
‘black’ in its politicised and
racialised usage invokes the
‘commonality’ of ‘people
. . . of African, Caribbean
or Asian descent’ referenced
by the same ‘central,
irreducible sign of their
common racial
subordination’. Gilroy
makes reference to the
experiences of indentured
Asian Americans but by
and large refers to African,
Caribbean or Asian
peoples.

7. The rise of so-called ‘Asian
Cool’ in 1990s Britain and
the hierarchisation of
migrant or ‘hybrid’ subjects
in diaspora is discussed by
Ali Nobil Ahmad in ‘Whose
Underground? Asian Cool
and the Poverty of
“Hybridity”’, Third Text,
54, Spring 2001.

8. ‘In both instances, such
terms have engendered
intense semantic ambiguity
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Chinese’.10 For a short time, exhibitions of Chinese art seemed to
proliferate in a hitherto disinterested climate. Some drew poorly
considered distinctions between the ‘traditional’ and the ‘contemporary’,
others consisted of hastily thrown-together surveys that offered uncritical
juxtapositions of works by artists brought together irrespective of
differences in practice, politics, generation, history or geography,
superficially united by a casual reference to ‘the Chinese diaspora’.11 For
what audiences and by whom were these spectacles of ‘Chineseness’
being presented?

‘The Chinese diaspora’ needs to be thought of less as a means of
unifying disparate elements than as a ‘loose paradigm’ whose emergence
inevitably magnifies the already present difficulties of describing,
interpreting and understanding ‘China’ and ‘Chineseness’ as coherent
and unified entitities.12 As such, it should occasion the bringing into
relief, rather than levelling out, of historical dispersals and cultural
differences, not only beyond but also within its borders, reflected for
example in the multiple ‘mutually unintelligible forms of speech’ covered
by the abstract notion of a single Chinese language.13 As Ien Ang says,
‘The view from the diaspora has shattered the convenient certainty with
which Chinese studies has been equated, quite simply, with the study of
China . . .’; – the same might be said of the equation of ‘Chinese art’ with
‘art from China’. If ‘[b]eing Chinese outside China cannot possibly mean
the same thing as inside’, it is also worth remembering that being Chinese
inside China no more means the same. Not only does it ‘var[y] from place
to place, molded by the local circumstances in different parts of the world
where people of Chinese ancestry have settled and constructed new ways
of living’, such that we may acknowledge ‘many different Chinese
identities, not one’,14 these many identities and subject positions are
emphatically on the move. Unsettled, resettled, they/we are determined
not by locale per se, but as much through journeys and traversals, literal
and metaphorical, small and large, tame and fabulous. It is these that are
suggested by both the title and image of Sanderson’s work, invoking
between broad caricaturistic strokes and sober details both generalised
and heterogeneous narratives; the subtle complications and twists to a
tale or tales that involve movements – geographical, cultural and
linguistic – in at least two directions, and the contingent negotiation of
the ambiguities of positioning between ‘traveller’/‘tourist’/‘coloniser’/
‘emigrant’/‘colonised’ and ‘migrant’. Fanciful stories of adventures ‘East’
come into tension with those less heard of migrations ‘South’, ‘North’
and ‘West’, towards such equally fabulous destinations as ‘England’.

At different times, ‘England’ has presented for many like and unlike
the young Salman Rushdie in Bombay ‘as wonderful a prospect as Oz’;
and like the ‘Kansas’ of the film, is ‘no more real’. Through an imaginary
land the ‘Yellow Brick Road’ winds a precarious passage; here it might
resonate with the racialised stereotyping of Chinese as the ‘Yellow
Peril’,15 as well as the immigrant-as-sojourner’s hopes of returning home,
and the laborious work of reinventing and building a way of life
overseas. For the majority of first-generation Chinese immigrants
arriving in Britain from Hong Kong in the 1950s and 1960s, England’s
postwar and post-austerity interest in ‘exotic’ foreign cuisine opened up
an economic niche – the restaurant and takeaway trade – which saw its
greatest boom in the 1970s, and with which Chinese immigrants in

and ideological anxiety as
the racial mythology of
colour is put under erasure,
cancelled out but still
legible, in a deconstructive
logic that depends on the
same system of
metaphorical equivalences
and differences.’ Julien and
Mercer in Morley and
Chen, eds, 1996, p 462,
n. 16.

9. Theoretical discourses too;
a case in point is provided
by a day conference
organised by the Asia
Pacific Cultural Studies
Forum, a postgraduate
student body at Goldsmiths
College, University of
London (June 1999). On
the theme of ‘Dislocating
the West and the Rest’,
speakers were invited to
consider among other
things the relation between
Cultural Studies and Asian
Studies. When a member of
the audience questioned the
omission of a Chinese
representative on any of the
panels, or any reference to
China in the discussions,
his complaint was dismissed
with the assertion that
‘China was not in Asia’.
Elsewhere, Rachel Garfield
notes the ‘levelling of
ethnicities’ by ‘Black’/
‘White’ dichotomies (again
defining ‘Black’ as a subject
of African descent) in her
discussion of Jewish
identities and positionings
in ‘Ali G: just who does he
think he is?’, Third Text,
54, Spring 2001, pp 63–70.

10. The year 1997 also
marked the fiftieth
anniversary of the
partition of India into two
Dominions, India and
Pakistan, the trend for
things Chinese thus
coinciding with a wider
interest and nostalgia for
the East, as illustrated by
Madeleine Bunting’s ‘Let’s
wear our frills with pride’,
Guardian, 5 April 2000,
cited in Ahmad, op cit,
p 80.

11. See for example Tradition
and Modernity:
Contemporary Chinese
Painting, British Museum,
1996, Reckoning with the
Past, Fruitmarket Gallery,
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Britain continue to be identified. Exceeding this over-simplistic yet
dominant frame of reference, He Took Fabulous Trips offers an oblique
glimpse into unfathomed archives, its blanks and omissions pointing to
the narrative gaps, complexities and departures in so many ongoing,
fragmented stories of the so-called ‘Chinese diaspora’ that, in Britain –
behind and beyond the one-dimensional ‘public face’ – might also be
stories of ‘not-Chineseness’, ‘not-Britishness’, ‘not-Blackness’, ‘not-
Asianness’.

From bare feet and sandals to ‘ruby slippers’ and ‘home’; Rushdie
writes:

. . . the real secret of the ruby slippers is not that ‘there’s no place like
home’, but rather there is no longer any such place as home: except, of
course, for the home we make, or the homes that are made for us, in Oz:
which is anywhere, and everywhere, except the place from which we
began.16

For Sanderson, this not-home might be Malaysia, signalled in a more
recent work, Fabrication and Reality (1998)17 by the stylised doubled
form within a double image of Kuala Lumpar’s landmark Petronas Twin
Towers, further twinned with a meticulously rendered yet indeterminate
expanse of skin. Made in collaboration with Neil Conroy, Sanderson’s

Edinburgh and touring,
1996, Far from the Shore,
Pitshanger Manor and
Gallery, 1998, Another
Province, Watermans Arts
Centre, London, Brewery
Arts, Cirencester, 1998;
notable exceptions include
I Am Not What I Am,
Camerawork, London,
Angel Row, Nottingham
and Leeds Metropolitan
University Gallery, 1996,
and numbersix, TS2K,
London, 1998, a
discussion of which can be
found in Diana Yeh’s
‘Ethnicities on the move’,
Critical Quarterly, 42:2,
pp 65–91.

12. Ien Ang, ‘Can one say no
to Chineseness? Pushing
the limits of the diasporic
paradigm’, in Modern
Chinese Literary and
Cultural Studies in the
Age of Theory:
Reimagining a Field, ed. R
Chow, Duke University
Press, Durham and
London, 2001, pp 281–
300.

13. Rey Chow, ‘Introduction:
On Chineseness as a
theoretical problem’, in
Chow, ed, 2001, p 8.

14. Ang, op cit.

15. See Jenny Clegg Fu
Manchu and the ‘Yellow
Peril’: The Making of a
Racist Myth, Trentham
Books, Staffordshire,
1994.

16. Salman Rushdie The
Wizard of Oz, BFI
Publishing, London, 1992,
p 57.

17. Lesley Sanderson and Neil
Conroy, Fabrication and
Reality, 1998, graphic on
paper, carbon paper, MDF,
wood, viewing device in
the rear of the piece, light,
61’ × 59’ × 16’. Conroy and Sanderson, Fabrication and Reality
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practice too has split and doubled, her already hybrid positionings further
multiplied, literally irreducible to one. Based in Sheffield in the north of
England, which ‘half’ is ‘Eastern’, ‘Western’ or ‘Northern’? Which part is
‘Asian’, when ‘Asian’ can be ‘Chinese’ and ‘Chinese’ can be ‘Black’ but
‘Black’ might not be ‘Chinese’ and ‘Asian’ is not always ‘Asian’ and
‘Chinese’ is not, in any case really/but just happens to be ‘Chinese’, that is,
‘White’ in disguise, or if ‘Chinese’ is not ‘Black’ or ‘White’ but ‘Yellow’ –
the ‘New Black’ or a jaded ‘Off-White’? All such variations – so reasonable
and ridiculous – threaten to return us to categories and the spectre of
essentialism, even, as the title of another piece by Sanderson goes, ‘These
Colours Run’,18 and, as the Vietnamese-American-postcolonial-feminist-
artist-intellectual-filmmaker-theorist-hybrid19 Trinh T Minh-ha has said,
‘categories always leak’. Geographies and boundaries too – this dialogue
may be ‘Trans-Atlantic’ but its implications are also ‘Pan-Pacific’ (or
perhaps ‘Trans-Pacific-Atlantic’?).

In the face of the apparent redundancy of terms, the question for a
new generation of so-called ‘British Chinese’ artists and other imaginary
groups is not, perhaps, of the relevance or effectivity of ‘playing the race
card’ – a seemingly inappropriate, crude and outdated turn of phrase
which nevertheless undeniably persists – but rather of how the moment,
and with it the game of alignments, differentiations and possible tactics,
has changed. As ‘de-originated’ subjects,20 yet time and again mistaken
for some ‘other’ and an ‘elsewhere’, it is necessary to claim careful
contingency to so many historical, cultural and political legacies of the
marginal, and yet to insist upon the indiscretion of unnatural denomina-
tions. Ien Ang again: ‘If I am inescapably Chinese by descent, I am only
sometimes Chinese by consent. When and how is a matter of politics.’21

Given the right timing, as an opening – though never closing – gambit, is
it possible to play a ‘false hand’? To consent, sometimes, to several
names, always at least and not-quite ‘yellow and british and asian and
white and chinese and black . . .’, never curtailed to the one?

CHINGLISH

M ji ni deo yeo gei do yen xig gong dung wa le? Ngo nim nei dei ting deg
qed ngo m hai boon dei yen a o? Ting deg qed ngo ge lun dun/Essex yim
a o?¶¶

‘Y(B)B(AA)C(YRWBW/M)A—-?’

Why be a ‘Y(B)B(AA)C(YRWBW/M)A—-?’ Somewhere inside or
between, attempting to enter/disrupt/bypass partitioned terrains, we
might (fail to) identify those subjects struggling or juggling, to differing
degrees, with or against some such awkward, ill-tasting mouthful of a
Name-In-Capitals (– or no caps?) as: Young (Black-) British (-Anglo-
Asian-) Chinese (-Yellow- Red- White- and- Blue- Wo/Man) Artist. An
over-sized kite-mark22 of identity – a stamp of approval validating the
object’s attainment of often contradictory criteria, authenticating the
goods as ‘good’; (be they physical bodies, or the intangible labours,
desires and fears invested/inflicted therein and upon), confirming fidelity

18. Lesley Sanderson, These
Colours Run’, mixed
media installation, 1994.

19. After Gayatri Chakravorty
Spivak, an elaboration of
her reference to ‘the
academic/intellectual/
artistic hybrid’, displacing
the divisional, diagonal
stroke with a hyphen,
marking thus a
conjunction, division, a
break in sense, an
omission. Spivak, Outside
in the Teaching Machine,
Routledge, New York and
London, 1993, p x.

20. ‘Alongside each utterance,
one might say that off-
stage voices can be heard
. . . in their interweaving,
these voices (whose origin
is lost in the vast
perspective of the already-
written) de-originate the
utterance . . .’ Roland
Barthes, S/Z, trans.
Richard Miller, Hill &
Wang, New York, 1974,
cited in Kaja Silverman
The Subject of Semiotics,
Oxford University Press,
New York, 1983, p 50.

21. Ang, op cit.

22. ‘‘Kitemark’ n. An official
kite-shaped mark on goods
approved by the British
Standards Institution; kite
n. 1 a toy consisting of a
light framework with thin
material stretched over it,
flown in the wind at the
end of a long string. 2 any
of various soaring birds of
prey esp. of the genus
Milvus with long wings
and usu. a forked tail. 3
Brit. slang an aeroplane. 4
slang a fraudulent cheque,
bill, or receipt . . . 6 slang a
letter or note, esp. one that
is illicit or surreptitious. 7
(in pl. the highest sail of a
ship, set only in a light
wind. 8 Archaic a
dishonest person, a
sharper; mark n.1 a trace,
sign, stain, scar, etc., on a
surface, face, page, etc. 2
. . . a written or printed
symbol . . . b a numerical
or alphabetical award
denoting excellence,
conduct, proficiency, etc
. . . 3 . . . a sign or
indication of quality,
character, feeling, etc . . . 4
a sign, seal, etc, used for
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to the label on the box. A kite, a mark – a precarious toy of skins spun
and sewn, stretched and pinned to a light frame of words and cast into
short-tempered cross-currents; a thing that flies, trailing fraudulent
letters, sign, stain and scar of a dishonest person, signature-seal of a
subject untrue.

What is this untidy (upper or lower case?) name/category of
‘unfinished identities’,23 ‘leaking’24 its subject(s) left, right and centre,
up, down and under? A random sequence compelling endless shifts and
expansions? Cut up into manageable pieces – easier to get one’s mouth
around, easier to swallow – we might be able to discern some of the more
familiar variations along the often invisibly gendered, colour-coded
themes of nationality and ethnicity: ‘Young British Artist’, ‘Black British’,
‘Anglo Asian’, ‘Chinese Woman Artist’. We could abbreviate it, but the
immediate acronym – YB(BAA)C(YRWBW/M)A? – is somewhat dys-
functional, clearly as much a twister for the tongue as the expanded
designation it might displace.

Not outside the parentheses but in-between, the words ‘British’ and
‘Chinese’ (or ‘chinese’ and ‘british’). The focus of the question? What
she’s getting at? Losing and regaining focus, there is no thing to get – no
object or condition to understand, possess, obtain or contract – only
something to get at, to hint at and taunt. How might we criticise,
undermine, bully and nag25 at ‘British’ and ‘Chinese’ as signifiers in
tandem, near-newly wed? The idea of a focal point eludes, deludes.
‘Pivoting this imaginary centre’,26 another perspective reveals the point
to be a line, a wave, a vocal dis/chord – sounding and silencing the
speaking (now major, now minor) of ‘British’ and ‘Chinese’. Mindful of
forgetting – I am for getting no thing, no fixed object/event, but for re-
member-ing my/your partiality, my/your imbrication in the making/
unmaking of (claims to) knowledges; the specificity of experiences and
ligature of histories, languages, generations and cultures; between speech
and silence, the trajectory and possibility of their mutual un/translat-
ability in transit/transition, risking erasure under all-naming no-names.
Whether speaking (of) a protracted/protracting ‘Black-) British (-Anglo-
Asian-) Chinese (-Yellow- Red- White- and- Blue- Wo/Man-)ness’, or a
contracted/contracting ‘British-Chinese-ness’, what, in each practice or
tactic of naming, is at stake?27

Some of us, sharing like motifs though not, perhaps, like motives, may
appear to be searching for the same, but are in fact looking for same-ness –
homogeneity, fixity and unity. How does one counter the risk of reading/
hearing ‘-ness’ as an essence, its acronymic ‘condensation’ as ‘distillation’
– the subject ‘purified’ – even as the name-chain refuses it? If upper-case
letters suggest Proper Names and generic representative types, each
standing alone in a sequence of seemingly steadfast and stalwart natural/
ised Monoliths, what happens if we divest them of their Capital(s), unpack
and lower their cases, displace Proper with improper names? Made
variable, capricious, as adjectives that name only in part, transitorily, that
modify and describe, that transform the subject, and situate her/him
erratically, emphatically in process – to think/speak/read/imagine ‘(black-)
british (-anglo-asian-) chinese (-yellow-red-white-and-blue-wo/man-)
ness’, or ‘(blue-anglo-black-) chinese (white-asian-yellow-) british (-red
wo/man-) ness’, or ‘british-born-south-eastern-northern-southern-bred-
london-based-hongkong-chinese-english-broken-cantonese-ness’, may

distinction or
identification. b a cross etc,
made in place of a
signature by an illiterate
person 5 a target, object,
goal, etc . . .’ The Concise
Oxford Dictionary, 9th
edn, ed. Delia Thompson,
Clarendon Press, Oxford,
1998.

23. Paul Gilroy, The Black
Atlantic, Verso, London,
1993.

24. ‘Despite our desperate,
eternal attempts to
separate, contain and
mend, categories always
leak.’ Trinh, T Minh-Ha,
Woman Native Other,
Indiana University Press,
Bloomington &
Indianapolis, 1989, p 94.

25. ‘Within the trajectory I am
following then, modernism
serves as the symbolic
order which encompasses
and defines all the
activities I am concerned
with, and the concept of
nagging and its repetitive
nature can be perceived as
an intervention that takes
place in relation to linear
concepts of progress
which serve as
modernism’s most
fundamental informing
values . . . the nagging,
plaintive voice with its
circular and repetitive
qualities serves in some
way to interrupt or
disrupt or even slightly
agitate the surface of
modernism’s commanding
direction . . .’ Irit Rogoff,
‘Tiny anguishes: reflection
on nagging, scholastic
embarrassment, and
feminist art history’,
Differences, 4:3, 1992,
pp 38–65.

26. Bettina Aptheker’s
expression, ‘to pivot the
center’, is cited in Elsa
Barkley Brown, ‘African-
American women’s
quilting: a framework for
conceptualising and
teaching African-American
women’s history’, Signs,
14:4, 1989.

27. The premium placed on
youth deserves further
discussion and
unfortunately lies beyond
the scope of this paper.
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allow us to refer not to the permanently essential, but to the make-shifting
provisional.

As pivotal, provisional terms contingent to history and geography,
they must throw and be thrown into hyphenated-motion, in tandem, in
continua with/as the subject at stake.28 Played tactically, in/appro-
priately, as oxymoronic acronyms with meanings borne not in or on the
skin but as sometime adornments, accessories to performance, or crimes
of fraudulence/inauthenticity, these are words to bear or bare tentatively,
in speech-marks, for they can hook like burrs, and kite-mark you. Akron
(end) onoma (name)29 – (end)names not to end with, nor articulate with
finality an object or purpose, but rather – for akron also carries the
meaning ‘tip’ – to lean towards, hint at, a subject-becoming, beginning-
again.

A–Y(Entries for an Inventionry of Dented ‘I’s) was presented at Shades of Black:
Assembling the Eighties – A Trans-Atlantic Dialogue on Afro-Asian Arts in Post-war
Britain, a conference organised by AAVAA (African and Asian Visual Artists Archive)
at Duke University, Durham, North Carolina, 19–22 April 2001.

28. ‘adjicere adject- throw to,
add, attribute . . .’
Thompson, ed, op cit.

29. Ibid.
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